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Abstract: Recent progress in the Valley Hall insulator has demonstrated a nontrivial topology
property due to the distinct valley index in 2D semiconductor systems. In this work, we propose
a highly tunable topological phase transition based on valley photonic crystals. The topological
phase transition is realized by the inversion symmetry broken due to the refractive index change
of structures consisting of optical phase change material (OPCM) with thermal excitation of
different sites in a honeycomb lattice structure. Besides, simulations of light propagation at sharp
corners and pseudo-spin photon coupling are conducted to quantitatively examine the topological
protection. Compared with other electro-optical materials based on reconfigurable topological
photonics, a wider bandwidth and greater tunability of both central bandgap frequency and
topological phase transition can happen in the proposed scheme. Our platform has great potential
in practical applications in lasing, light sensing, and high-contrast tunable optical filters.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

Topological insulators (TIs) offer the possibility of maintaining electron flow on their surface
while keeping insulating in their interior. These unique surface states are robust under the
presence of surface defects and disorders [1,2]. The underlying physical origin of this unusual
surface behavior can be related to the topological invariant of the system-Chern number, which
represents the topological nature of eigenfunction over the whole Brillouin Zone [3]. Photonic
analogues of TIs (PTIs) were first realized in microwave frequency by applying strong magnetic
field to break the time-reversal symmetry [4]. Later, various strategies of utilizing the valley
and spin degree of freedoms were proposed in plasmonic [5,6] and dielectric material platforms
[7–9], where time-reversal symmetry preserves. Through all the attempts, harvesting the extra
valley degree of freedoms in honeycomb lattice shows great application potential in all major
photonic devices like optical switching [10,11], lasing [12,13], communications [14,15] and
nonlinear optics [16,17] on account of the balance between fabrication tolerance and topological
protection strength. For most application scenarios, operating wavelength and tunability of
topological protection edge states is of great importance. Nevertheless, majority of current
systems can only work at given modes of operation and fixed frequency. Several attempts had
been made for dynamically tuning of PTIs by using the Kerr-type optical nonlinearity [18], liquid
crystal variation [19] and mechanical control [20]. However, they are suffering from very high
operational peak power, large footprint and limited tunable bandwidth problems.

Optical phase changing material (OPCM) is a unique group of material that has at least two
different phase states (commonly known as amorphous and crystalline) and can be reversely
modulated between them. With external excitation, OPCM demonstrates significant change of
optical property under different material phases [21,22]. This extraordinary optical behavior
promises OPCMs’ application capability in tunable optical devices including but not limited to
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optical switching [23–26], programmable metasurfaces [27,28], tunable light emitters [29,30],
thermal rectification [31], and absorbers [32,33]. Among most existing OPCMs, chalcogen-based
alloys demonstrated promising properties including fast switching (< 100 ns), extreme robustness
(potentially up to 1012 cycles) and energy-efficient switching (∼10 aJ/nm3) [34]. Within the
chalcogen-based OPCMs family, the optical figure of merit (i. e., ∆n/∆k) of Sb2Se3 outperforms
most of other competitors benefiting from its ultra-low optical loss (k<10−5) at telecommunication
wavelength, which can truly become a strong candidate in optical industry [35].

Given that, we propose a reconfigurable PTI device based on a valley photonic crystal using
Sb2Se3 as the active medium for topological photonic crystal. By heating half of the sublattice in
honeycomb lattice, the degeneracy of Dirac cone is lift due to the breaking of inversion symmetry,
and host non-trivial valley Chern number. It realizes robust light propagation at sharp corners
and the unidirectional coupling of circular polarized light without modifying the geometrical
setup. The tunability of propagation properties is facilitated by the refractive index change of the
PTI structures due to thermal excitation. In contrast to most of the reconfigurable topological
photonics works, this special design offers dynamical switching between topological trivial and
non-trivial phase and topological interface reconfiguration ability within the same structure
at telecommunication wavelength and can be extended to other frequencies. This structure
can be used to construct integrated on-chip high-speed photonic devices, leading to promising
applications at optical communication wavelengths.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1(a), the topological photonic crystal consists of mirrored-symmetry
honeycomb lattices made of Sb2Se3 nanorods (PC1 and PC2 in Fig. 1(a)) as the active medium
in our design. The rhomboid shaped unit cell has a periodicity of a= 408 nm and the diameter
of two identical rods is d= 195 nm. The height of Sb2Se3 rods is chosen as h= 815 nm so that
photonic bandgap at valley point can be large enough to support interface states without having
higher order mode involved [36]. The combination of structure parameters is selected in such
a way that the edge state is located well below the light cone, which guarantees the in-plane
light confinement. Silver electrodes are used to sandwich the AlN layer, enabling high spatial
resolution heat dissipation. The heaters are placed under the red sites of the photonic crystal
[Fig. 1(b)] while providing enough space between the Sb2Se3 rods and heater to ensure that the
photonic modes are not impacted by the heater. The design could be experimentally realized
using standard cleanroom process including photolithography, material deposition (sputtering,
ALD, etc.), chemical mechanical polishing and wet etching. Pulse current source is connected to
the two electrodes of heater and material phase of OPCM can be dynamically tuned based on
current’s temporal response [37,38]. The blue rods will remain at amorphous state of Sb2Se3
constantly. The material phase of red rods can be tuned between amorphous and crystalline states
stem from pulse current. The symmetry of each photonic crystal lattice can be dynamically
adjusted from C6v to C3v thanks to inversion symmetry breaking which are termed as “symmetric
TM mode” (SM) and “symmetric breaking TM mode” (SBM) here, and the topological photonic
boundary consists of two mirrored photonic crystal can be created to support light propagation.

The schematic crystal structure of Sb2Se3 is shown in Fig. 1(c). The optical contrast between
amorphous and crystalline states may arise from a loss of medium-range order and resonant
bonding in the amorphous phase [39]. The ellipsometry measurement results used in this work
are adopted from Ref. [40], as shown in Fig. 1(d). In this work, we focus on telecommunication
wavelength, due to a large refractive index change ∆n = 0.77 and minor optical loss.

The valley dependent topological nature in honeycomb lattice has been theoretically investigated
and experimentally verified in both electrical and photonic systems [41–43]. Near the Dirac
cone, the effective massive Hamiltonian Heff = H0 + Hp can be expanded to its first order
approximation subject to symmetry constraints

Heff = νg(δkxτzσxs0 + δkyτ0σys0) +meffτ0s0σz (1)
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Fig. 1. Schematic figure of the proposed tunable valley photonic crystal. (a) The designed
structure contains two sites of mirrored valley photonic crystals. Unit cell: blue (red)
rhombic for PC1 (PC2) with heater driven by electrical pulse source under the structure. The
unit cell of both mirrored photonic crystal is shown in the parallelogram. (b) Cross section
view of the designed structure. (c) Schematic illustration of amorphous and crystalline
Sb2Se3. (d) Wavelength dependent refractive index of Sb2Se3 of different phase conditions.

H0 is the massless unperturbed Hamiltonian and the inversion symmetry breaking gives
a perturbation matrix Hp. Here, νg is the group velocity, δk = (δkx, δky) is the momentum
distance from the Dirac point, σx,y,z, τx,y,z and sx,y,z are Pauli matrices acting on orbital, valley
and polarization state vector, τ0, σ0, s0 are the corresponding unit matrixes and meff
is the effective mass term. The eigenvalue of the massive Dirac Hamiltonian is given by
E(δk) = ±

√︂∑︁
i(ν

2
gδk2

i + m2
eff ) around the Dirac frequency. It’s clear enough that any non-zero

effective mass term can gap the Dirac cone which represents the inversion symmetry breaking
between the rods. Also, the two Dirac Hamiltonians around K (K’) correspond to two different
valley pseudospins (up/down). This extra valley degree of freedom is quite useful in dealing with
the actual photonic system where our design is based on.

The simulated dispersion of both proposed PC1 and PC2 is shown in Fig. 2(a) (all simulations
are performed using COMSOL Multiphysics). In this work, we will only focus on TM polarization
unless special noted. As PC1 and PC2 are mirrored symmetrical structures, they share the same
band structure with opposite valley Chern number. When the material phase of Sb2Se3 rods
with heater beneath is amorphous (SM configuration), there’s no TM bandgap opening since the
inversion symmetry is reserved. The Dirac points at the K and K’ points of the Brillouin zone
have a frequency of 221 THz. The interface connects two mirrored photonic crystals doesn’t
support any kind of boundary modes in this configuration. When the material phase of Sb2Se3
rods with heater beneath is excited to be crystalline (SBM configuration), the inversion symmetry
breaking happens between two sites as the refractive index differences arise. A significant
TM-like polarization bandgap (∼8%) opens between 188 THz and 204 THz, and the interface
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between the two mirrored photonic crystals support topological edge state which will show in the
next section.

Fig. 2. Valley photonic crystal band structure and non-trivial topology. (a) Bulk band
structure of photonic crystal at different states. Blue line: symmetric TM mode (SM). Red
line: symmetric breaking TM mode (SBM). Yellow region: TM-like bandgap. Grey region:
Light cone of SiO2 substrate. (b) Simulated Ez field and phase vortex of Hz field at K point
for two lowest TM-like band in band structure. The black arrows indicate the Poynting power
flow, and the vector rotates CW/CCW at TM1/TM2 states. (c) Berry curvature distribution at
K/K’ point for two mirrored valley photonic crystal at symmetric breaking mode (topological
nontrivial).

Additionally, we can have more intuitive understanding about the topological nature from
the eigenstates of PC1 and PC2. Since the topological non-trivial property only exists when
the material phase is different between the two types of rods in each unit cell, we will mainly
focus on the topological property in this inversion symmetry broken state. Taking the lowest two
TM-like polarization band (TM1 and TM2 in Fig. 2(a)) at K point as example, the simulated
electrical fields along z direction (Ez) at xy plane located at middle of PCM rods are shown in
the upper panel of upper Fig. 2(b). It’s evident that electrical field mainly concentrates on the
higher index rods at lower energy eigenstates (TM1 in Fig. 2(b)), whereas shifts to opposite sites
at higher energy eigenstates (TM2 in Fig. 2(b)). Poynting vectors show that the energy flows
rotate clockwise (CW)/ counterclockwise (CCW) at TM1-state and TM2-state, respectively. It
can also be verified in the simulated phase profile of magnetic field. The magnetic field phase
increases by 2π CW/ CCW around the center of unit cell. This vortex-like phenomenon is related
to the valley dependent pseudospin property in condensed matter system and exists as photonic
valley pseudospin. Like in transition metal dichalcogenides, the photonic valley also depends on
chirality of excitation light [44].

The mentioned Dirac Hamiltonian and phase vortex can be related to the non-trivial topological
phase of this setup. To find out the topology nature of structure, we perform analysis of the Berry
curvature over more than a quarter of Brillouin zone. The designed structure features a non-zero
Berry curvature with opposite sign at K/K’ point when the material phases between two types of
rods are different. The gauge invariant Berry curvature can be calculated by Ωn(k) = ∇k × An(k),
where An(k) is the gauge dependent Berry connection for nth band. Berry connection is defined as
An(k) ≡ i⟨un,k |∇k |un,k⟩, where un,k is the normalized Bloch state which obeys the same periodicity
as the original Hamiltonian. In two-dimensional photonic crystal system, the Berry curvature
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only has one component:

Ωn(k) = i(⟨∂kxun,k|∂kyun,k⟩ − ⟨∂kyun,k|∂kxun,k⟩) (2)

The distribution of Berry curvatures calculated for the lowest TM-like band of PC1 and PC2 in
SBM configuration are shown in Fig. 2(c). The Berry curvature is mainly distributed around K
and K’ points. Note that the sign of Berry curvature distribution at K and K’ points is opposite,
and PC2 reverses the Berry curvature distribution compared with PC1. Meanwhile, the integral
of Berry curvature over the whole Brillouin Zone (Chern number) strictly equals to zero as the
reserved time-reversal symmetry. Conversely, the Berry curvature distributions for PC1 and
PC2 are topological trivial and identical when the material phase of two rods are uniform (SM
configuration) which indicate the inversion symmetry is preserved. In this case, the structure is
gapless. By changing the material phase of one of the rods in unit cell, we can realize topological
phase transition, providing an effective way to retrieve the topological properties in photonic
system.

To further comprehend the topological nature of this valley photonic crystal, we build a
topological interface with PC1 and PC2 shown in Fig. 3(a). In this boundary design, two opposite
photonic crystals sit next to each other and share the same photonic bandgap. We will mainly
focus on the SBM case when material phase of different rods in both mirrored photonic crystals
are different since there’s no topological non-trivial property in reserved inversion symmetry case.
The Zigzag interface and material phase of Sb2Se3 rods configuration is chosen to maximize the
below light cone interface state bandwidth. Figure 3(b) shows the interface band structure where
an edge state connects the TM-like bandgap with negative group velocity at K point. Due to the
inversion symmetry condition in Brillouin Zone, a reversed edge state with opposite velocity will
exist at another valley. Detailed field distribution of the interface with a specific wavevector is
also shown in Fig. 3(b).

To confirm the performance of topological edge state with sharp turns, we build the photonic
crystal structure with different geometrical configurations and study the light propagation in
them. It shows that the propagation is robust under sharp turns and its transmission efficiency
maintains high without being affected by the shape of waveguide design, as shown Fig. 3 (c)
and (d). These results provide solid proof that the propagation of light along the edge between
mirrored symmetry topological photonic crystal is protected from scattering at sharp turns. By
contrast, the light propagates disorderly when all the rods are in the same material phase (SM
mode) and no topological nontrivial boundary mode are supported (Fig. 3(d) right)). Note that
we use an effective index approximation method to simplify the three-dimensional problem to
two dimensional [45,46].

As another important topological property, unidirectional routing can be used to manipulate
the injection direction of light naturally. Here, we use the same boundary setup as discussed
in the previous section. The injection light source is placed at one of the boundary rods where
efficient unidirectional coupling can be realized due to the inversion symmetry breaking at the
interface [Fig. 4(a)]. When the boundary of structure is excited by linear polarized dipole source
[Fig. 4(b)], the electromagnetic energy flows equally to both sides of interface waveguide. While
for circular polarized light dipole source, leftward / rightward propagation takes place as expected
from the favor of bulk topology [Fig. 4(c) and (d)]. Shift half a lattice constant can be used to
increase the chiral source coupling efficiency further [47]. In addition, all-optical integration
can be achieved with the help of subwavelength on-chip microdisk, which distinguishes the
handedness of incoming circularly polarized light beam [48]. This results clearly show the
existence of non-trivial topological property in the designed structure.

We have proposed and demonstrated the performance of an optical phase transition material
based topological photonic crystal, which shows topological phase transition possibility and
valley Hall effect at telecommunication wavelength in topological non-trivial state. Inversion
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Fig. 3. Topological interface propagation. (a) Schematic of Zigzag boundary setup.
Amorphous state rods are arranged at the interface to maximize the bandwidth. (b) Interface
states dispersion (left) of the periodic 3D structure illustrated in (a) and boundary field
distribution (right). (c) Transmission efficiency for 2D Z/Ω shape interface setup and no
topological boundary setup. (d) Simulated normalized electrical field distribution in Z, Ω
and line shape interfaces with SBM (left & middle) and SM configuration (right). The port
position is indicated by red line at the boundary.

Fig. 4. Topological edge states excited by light source with opposite angular momentum.
(a) Simulated energy distribution for linear polarized (b), left- (c) and right-handed polarized
(d), i.e., LCP and RCP, light injection at one of the boundary rods. For linear polarized input
light, energy distribute equally to both direction of boundary, whereas for LCP/RCP light,
energy only couple to one direction which is related to the boundary topological property.
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symmetry breaking in the structure is realized by asymmetrical thermal excitation in the unit
cell and can be reversely tuned back and forth. Robust propagation and unidirectional coupling
are numerically verified and optimized to its best performance. Our work may open a new
route to tunable topological photonic devices and could potentially stimulate the application of
topological photonic in tunable integrated photonic circuits.
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